ABSTRACT Pattern mining has been widely used to uncover interesting patterns from data. However, one of its main problems is that it produces too many patterns and many of them are redundant. To reduce the number of redundant patterns and retain overlapping ones, delta-closed pattern pruning was introduced, yet it can only prune subpatterns if they are covered by superpatterns. Such unduly superpatterns need to be pruned. Furthermore, in order to improve the management and interpretation of patterns, pattern summarization is proposed. It renders a small number of patterns that retain the most crucial information. RuleCover algorithm was one of such algorithms. However, it tends to produce over trivial patterns, whereas more interesting and revealing ones may be pruned. To overcome these problems, this paper presents a new algorithm which integrates delta-closed, and RuleCover methods with our other two new algorithms: 1) statistically induced pattern pruning for pruning statistically induced superpatterns by strong subpatterns and 2) AreaCover algorithm for pruning overlapping patterns but retain higher order and high quality patterns with large coverage of the data ''area.'' Experimental results show that the proposed algorithms produce very compact yet comprehensive knowledge from patterns discovered from relational data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern mining is a commonly used technique to discover patterns or rules inherent in sequences [25] , data streams [24] and relational tables [9] , [20] . However, it is still very difficult and time-consuming to analyze and comprehend the overwhelming number of patterns generated since a large portion of them are redundant and some are overlapping. Itemset (Pattern) pruning [11] has been proposed to prune the redundant and/or uninteresting patterns while minimizing the information loss yet the outcomes they produced are still not very satisfactory. This paper is focused on pruning redundant statistical significant patterns [22] as well as rendering a small set of crucial summarizing patterns. From here on we will use the term pattern in place of itemset.
Closed Pattern Pruning [6] , [7] and Maximal Pattern Pruning [3] - [5] are two common pattern pruning techniques. The former is a conservative pruning strategy that retains all information of the pruned patterns. Nevertheless, the number of patterns after such pruning can still be overwhelmingly large. The latter is more aggressive, but it loses a great amount of information. To balance the tradeoff between a smaller number of retaining patterns and the least amount of information loss, Delta Closed Pruning (Delta-Closed) was proposed [9] . It takes the closed patterns and the maximal patterns as its extreme cases.
Besides pruning subpatterns by the above techniques, there are some statistically significant patterns which might also be redundant due to the way how statistical significance measure is used to define a pattern. In our earlier work [9] , when statistical significance is evaluated, it is based on the deviation of the observed frequency of occurrences of a pattern from its identically and independently distributed default model, that is, the expected estimated frequency if the observed pattern is the outcome of such model. If this default model is used for pattern extraction only, there might be instances for a high-order pattern marked as statistically significant yet such outcome could be attributed to the strong statistically significant subpatterns of it. We refer such seemingly statistically significant superpattern as a statistically induced pattern [8] . Hence, whether a pattern is considered as statistical significant or not is based also on its statistical dependence on its statistically significant subpattern(s).
We therefore introduce a conditional statistical residual for such test [8] , [18] . If the residual reveal independence, the statistical significance of the superpattern does not depend on that of its subpattern(s) and it should be kept, else it should be pruned. When this notion was applied to pruning sequence patterns using suffix tree data structure, Wong et al. [8] , [18] reported a significant reduction of superpatterns which are indeed induced by strong subpatterns. Such approach has not been adopted to prune patterns discovered in relational dataset. In this paper, we consider both delta-closed patterns and non-statistically induced patterns in the pattern pruning process. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply the pruning of statically induced superpatterns to relational datasets and obtain much superior pattern pruning results. Both delta-closed patterns and non-statistically induced patterns have been shown to successfully retain concise representations of discovered frequent and statistically significant patterns without information loss [43] .
However, pattern pruning might still leave behind quite a large number of patterns. Hence, in order to further reduce the number of retained patterns as well as minimizing information loss, a pattern summarization strategy is introduced. Liu. et al presented in [44] that numerous research work had been dedicated to frequent pattern summarization which aims to obtain a much smaller set of patterns to represent the complete set of frequent patterns. Wang et al. has given the definition of pattern summarization in [43] . Given a collection of frequent patterns, pattern summarization aims to find a more concise representation such that the original collection of patterns and their support information can be reasonably recovered. In brief, pattern summarization is a more aggressive pattern pruning approach that can provide a concise representation of the discovered patterns.
In the past, RuleCover [13] has been proposed to prune patterns based on the overlapping relation of samples. It attempts to prune patterns which have been covered by other patterns. However, RuleCover often retains low-order patterns which are usually trivial patterns that do not reveal interesting or surprising information. To overcome this problem, we propose a strategy to allow patterns to cover optimally not only samples but also attributes. Therefore, a new method known as AreaCover is proposed. This method does not favour loworder patterns that tend to just cover more samples but rather considers patterns that have both high sample and attribute coverage. It thus gives a fair account to the actual coverage of the patterns in the dataset. Hence, AreaCover algorithm retains patterns with maximal area coverage rather than only sample coverage. Due to the use of a pattern summarization process after pattern pruning and AreaCover instead of using only RuleCover, our combined method is able to improve both summarization accuracy and summarization computational cost.
In summary, the contributions of this paper can be listed as follows: i) we propose a combining Delta-Closed Pruning and Statistically Induced Pruning (DCSI) algorithm to prune a large number of sub/superpatterns from original collection of frequent patterns while minimizing the information loss; ii) we incorporate AreaCover, extended from the well-known RuleCover algorithm, and produce significant improvement of the data coverage and the pattern quality of the discovered patterns; iii) by combining DCSI pruning and AreaCover, we have developed an effective, flexible and generic framework for pattern post-analysis. The experimental result shows that our integrated methodology renders much impressive results in attaining superior pattern reduction, data coverage and pattern quality when compared with its contemporary. It makes pattern discovery [20] much more useful not only in revealing statistically significant patterns but also in presenting them in a comprehensive yet more unique and compact manageable manner. We believe that it will greatly impact pattern discovery and analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related works in the literatures. Section 3 provides the notations and definitions. Section 4 describes the proposed DCSI and AreaCover methodology. Section 5 reports the experimental results and the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms together with their contemporaries. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines the future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Reducing the number of patterns has been a major theme in pattern mining [40] . Hence, pattern pruning and pattern summarization are two strategies proposed for pattern postanalysis to make patterns more interpretable [39] in support of discovering useful knowledge from data [13] .
Pattern pruning is a common practice to reduce the number of patterns in Pattern Mining [10] - [14] . Two common pruning techniques are Closed Itemset Pruning or Closed Pattern Pruning (Closed Pruning) [6] , [7] and Maximal Itemset Pruning or Maximal Pattern Pruning (Maximal Pruning) [3] - [5] .
Given a minimum support and aminimum confidence, we can find all Frequent Patterns ( FPs) with a higher frequency than the minimum support. We denote the patterns as {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P n } which are discovered from a relational dataset D. The set of samples matched by a pattern P i is denoted by m(i)={m(i)∈ D|m(i) ⊇ P n . Therefore, an FP P i is called maximal if it is not a subset of any other FP's [6] . A FPP i is called closed if none of its proper superpattern exist [6] . The advantage of Closed Pruning is that it is ''lossless'' and the original patterns can hence be fully recovered [3] - [5] . The Maximal Pruning is used to significantly reduce the number of patterns regardless of its possible information loss [3] - [5] . In summary, to ensure no information loss as the result of pattern discovery [20] , Closed Pruning is proven to retain patterns equivalent to the original pattern set [19] while maximal pattern pruning will lose some information (patterns).
Based upon these two techniques, a number of algorithms were proposed [30] . For example, MaxMiner [31] , GenMax [32] are maximal frequent itemset mining 7848 VOLUME 4, 2016 algorithms, and CHARM [33] , CLOSET+ [34] , DCI_CLOSED [35] are several frequent closed itemset mining algorithms existing today. Different pruning strategies were incorporated into the above pattern mining algorithms.
Closed Pruning (CP) can remove redundant patterns effectively. However, often, when the specified closure is too restrictive, the compression rate is fairly low. To attain a good balance of the tradeoff between the smaller number of retaining patterns and the least amount of information loss, normally Delta-Closed Pruning is introduced [9] in between, treating Closed and Maximal Pruning as their extreme cases. In pruning redundant sequence patterns discovered, Wong et al. [8] applied the concept of Delta-Closed Patterns (DCPs) as well as statistical induced patterns [8] , [18] to prune statistically significant sequence patterns and obtained very good results with high quality and representative patterns impacting a number of their later works [35] , [36] .
In addition, there are also a number of other optimizations of frequent patterns mining algorithms [30] . Pincersearch was proposed in [29] , which provides two primary observations: 1) any subset of a frequent itemset is frequent, 2) any superset of an infrequent itemset is infrequent. Bayardo et al. [14] proposed the use of minimum improvement in confidence to prune association rules and suggested the pruning of uninteresting association rules based on certain criteria. Toivonen et al. [12] proposed an algorithm to find a subset of association rules that can cover the entire dataset. Liu et al. [11] measured the significance of rules using a chisquare test for correlation and then pruned the insignificant ones.
In addition, to further reduce the number of discovered patterns, pattern summarization which generates a comprehensive and representative summary for all discovered patterns has also been proposed. It aims at automatically selecting a small subset of patterns that are representative to other patterns [13] . In the literatures, most research works are on pattern pruning rather than pattern summarization, although these two problems are related. Pattern summarization can be considered as a very aggressive pruning method where most patterns, except for a few representative ones are pruned. The RuleCover method [13] was proposed as classical pattern summarization method, to prune a group of patterns sharing the same consequent. However, what have been retained are mostly trivial patterns. Further, in paper [41] , the authors proposed the spanning set approach which defines a formal coverage criterion and selected k itemsets to represent discovered itemsets. Yang et al. [42] proposed the profile-based approach to derive itemsets based on frequency criteria from the k clusters which are formed from all frequent itemsets. Wang and Parthasarathy [43] proposed the markov random field approach to improve the estimation of the frequent itemsets. Chunyang et al. [44] proposed an approximate P-RFP mining algorithm, which effectively and efficiently compresses the set of probabilistic frequent patterns.
Hence, generally speaking, coverage criterion and frequency criterion are two key criteria and employed for evaluating the representation of itemsets or patterns [40] . In our proposed algorithm, we pruned patterns first to select the significant frequency patterns, and then summarized patterns based on data coverage.
III. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITION
In pattern mining, patterns with different orders (numbers of the variables they span) are generated. Let an N dimensional dataset D consist of M discrete valued data samples v i = {v i1 , v i2 , . . . v iN } (where i M ) after discretization from the original data. Thus, D can be considered as relational dataset consisting of an attribute set A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . A N } consisting of N mixed-mode attributes (with a mixture of discrete and continuous values but all become categorical attributes) after the continuous values are discretized [45] . Suppose that the observed frequency of occurrences of a compound event is o, and its expected random default frequency of occurrences is e. Then the compound event can be considered as a statistically significant event, referred to as association pattern or pattern for short [10] , if e deviates from o significantly.
Definition 1 (Patterns):
should be a subset of associating items of data samples with significant frequency of occurrences. The size of P i (i.e. the number of items P i contains) is the order of the pattern which should be at least two to make it nontrivial.
Definition 2 (Subpattern and Superpattern):
A pattern P i is a subpattern of another pattern P i whenP i ⊆ P i , and P i can be referred to as a superpattern of P i .
Definition 3 (The Number of Occurrences of a Pattern):
The number of occurrences of P i denoted by K P i is the sum of the number of samples covered by P i that occurs in the original data D.
Definition 4 (Support and Confidence):
The support of a pattern P i , denoted as S(P i ), is defined as the proportion of samples in the dataset containing the pattern. The confidence of a rule that P i implies P j is defined as C(
Definition 5 (Frequent Pattern): A pattern is frequent if the number of occurrences K P i of the pattern satisfies K P i ≥ min occ , where min occ specifies the minimum number of occurrences required. min occ should be at least 2.
Definition 6 (Delta-Closed Pattern): Delta-Closed Patterns represents closed patterns with delta-tolerance. Given a set of frequent patterns, a delta-closed pattern P i is one that does not have any delta closed superpattern P j such that K P j ≥ δ · K P i , where δ is the tolerance factor and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1. That is to say, P i is not delta-closed if it has a delta-closed superpattern P j such that
Definition 7 (Standard Residual): Standard residual proposed by Haberman [15] and adopted by Chan and Wong [20] , [38] for pattern discovery is used to measure how the frequency K P i of a pattern P i deviates from its expected frequency e P i . It is defined as:
A pattern P i is positively or negatively VOLUME 4, 2016 statistically significant, if Z P i is greater or smaller than the predefined minimum threshold respectively.
A. DELTA-CLOSED PRUNING
Delta-Closed Pruning was proposed as Closed Patterns (CPs) with delta-tolerance (δ) [9] , which can provide a controllable tight lossy approximation to the CPs [8] . To this end, a value of δ is set, and aFPP i is called delta-closed if there exists no proper superset with |m(i)| ≥ δ · |m(j)|. Furthermore, we must observe that among the statistically significant patterns some are considered as redundant because their statistical significance is actually induced by strong significant subpatterns. Since both ClosedPatterns (CPs) and their non-closed subpattern share the same level of statistical significance, it is safe to remove the non-closed patterns to finish the first stage of the pruning process [19] .
B. RULECOVER SUMMARIZATION
RuleCover is an existing summarization method which evaluates the representation of patterns using a coverage criterion. It is a process that selects a small subset of representative patterns from all patterns to furnish a reasonable and explicit representation to cover as many samples from the data as possible. Thus it attempts to solve the ''too many patterns'' problem. In [13] , the RuleCover method was proposed to prune a group of patterns sharing the same consequence. A set of selected rules contained in a set of samples is known as the rule cover, denoted as , of those samples. A greedy algorithm finds the close-to-optimal cover. For each iteration, the algorithm selects the patterns that cover the largest number of samples and stops when all the remaining samples contain the selected patterns. In order to specify the process of RuleCover Summarization, let us consider a relational dataset D and a set of patterns {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P n } discovered in it. Then the set of samples matched by a pattern P i is denoted by m(i) = {m(i) ∈ D|m(i) ⊇ P i }. The RuleCover result (denoting the remained patterns) is initialized as an empty set. The set u are samples not matched by the patterns in whereas the sets u i are samples in u not matched by the pattern P i . Iteratively, all the mined patterns that match the most of the samples in u is moved to . The samples matched by this rule are then removed from u. It is repeated until the patterns in cover at least ε × 100% of the samples where ε called as minimum coverage, is the only parameter specifying the minimum percentage of samples to be covered by the rule cover ( ) [13] .
RuleCover is essentially a sample-matching based method. However, low-order patterns often cover most of the samples. This would lead to a situation where RuleCover usually retains low-order patterns that cover the largest portions of samples, and mostly the lower order patterns are trivial and not that interesting nor informative. Hence, to avoid such situation, we propose AreaCover as an additional pruning phase.
IV. PROPOSED PATTERN PRUNING METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present an algorithm that incorporates the Statistically Induced Pruning [8] In order to ensure that the patterns obtained in the pattern mining process is delta-closed, we begin with second-order patterns. We compare each of them with its superpatterns of order three. If it is covered by one of its superpattern of order three, it is not deltaclosed and will be pruned. For example, we assume that a subset of the mined patterns are {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 } and
where '' '' represents an event not considered as part of the pattern. The orders of these patterns are 3, 2, 3, and 2. Let us suppose that the number of occurrences of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 are supposed to be {100, 150, 180, 200} respectively. We note that P 1 is the superpattern of P 2 , and P 3 is the superpatterns of P 4 . When we set δ to 0.8, we prune P 4 since 180 ≥ 0.8 × 200 implying that P 4 is not a deltaclosed. However, P 2 is kept as a delta closed pattern since 100 < 0.8 × 150.
2) STEP TWO: DISCOVERY OF STATISTICALLY INDUCED PATTERNS
Up to this point, each of delta-closed patterns is obtained based on its deviation from the default independence model given in Definition 4. Then we need to check whether the statistical condition for considering a pattern as statistically significant is merely attributed by having a statistically strong subpattern. This question can be answered by finding whether the strong subpattern is independent with that event outside of it which forms part of its superpattern that is considered as significant based on the independence default model. If so, the superpattern by itself cannot be considered as a statistically significant pattern. It is thus a fake one which is induced by its strong subpattern and is redundant in a sense and should be pruned. Hence, we formulate a conditional standard residual [15] also referred to as conditional statistical significance as defined in definition 7 to check whether or not a statistically significant pattern P is induced by its subpattern(s).
Definition 8 (Conditional Statistical Significance):
To check whether a pattern P i is statistically induced by its subpattern, we first identify its proper subpattern P j and check theconditional statistical significance Z P i |P j of P i given P j [8] 7850 VOLUME 4, 2016 which defined as:
Where pr P i |P j · K P j represents the expected frequency of P i given P j and pr
The conditional statistical significance can be used to evaluate how strong a pattern is induced by its strong subpatterns significantly. The fake significant patterns can be captured if their significance are due to their subpattern. Hence, if the value Z P i |P j is lower than a threshold, that pattern is considered as statistically induced and redundant. It should be removed. Combining both steps we gives the pseudo code as Fig. 1 of the DCSI algorithm. It is more intuitive to represent delta-closed and nonstatistical induced patterns graphically. In Fig.2 (a) , the pattern-induced data of the four discovered frequent patterns are shown as four highlighted blocks. They are 
where '' '' represents an event not considered as part of the pattern. The orders of these patterns P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 are 3, 2, 3, and 2 and their number of occurrences of are supposed to be {3, 7, 4, 5} respectively.
We first prune the redundant subpatterns that are not deltaclosed patterns. We note that P 2 is the subpattern of P 1 , and P 4 is the subpattern of P 3 . When we set δ to 0.8, we prune P 4 since 4 ≥ 0.8 × 5 implying that P 4 is not a delta-closed pattern. However, P 2 is kept as a delta closed pattern since 3 < 0.8 × 7. This implies that if the subpattern is significant enough, although it is covered by its superpattern(s), it cannot be removed. After the first step pruning, all data are still be covered by the mined pattern. The new pattern blocks are shown as Fig. 2(b) as we notice that
Secondly, three mined patterns 4 , F 5 } are remained after delta-closed pattern pruning. We note that P 1 is the superpattern of P 2 . When we set sig = 1.96, we prune P 1 since Z P 1 |P 2 = 0 <sig (1.96) implying that P 1 is induced by the strong statistics of P 2 . After the second step pruning, all samples and attributes in the dataset are still be covered by the mined pattern. The new pattern blocks is shown as Fig. 2 
(c).
Note that P 1 is pruned. The total number of patterns has been reduced from four to two without losing any statistical significant information.
B. AREACOVER ALGORITHM
We have also observed that after the removal of the above two types of redundant patterns, there are still patterns which are redundant among them due to the condition of pattern overlapping. Hence, further pattern reduction is still needed. The objective of pattern summarization is to obtain even a small subset of representative patterns. Though RuleCover algorithm has been proposed to address this issue, yet due to its characteristics as presented in the last paragraph of Section 3.B, it often retains mostly the low-order patterns that cover large portions of the samples. In practice, these patterns are usually obvious, trivial and do not embody interesting information. To overcome this problem, a new method known as AreaCover is proposed which allows the remaining discovered patterns to cover not only samples in the dataset but also attributes as well. We use the notations of all variables in Fig. 3 to describe AreaCover algorithm, and the major steps are given in Fig. 4 .
AreaCover takes the original set of patterns = {P i |i = 1, . . . n} and the set of samples I(i) ={d∈ D|d ⊇ P i } containing those samples matched by each of the patterns in as input. Basically, the major difference of AreaCover from RuleCover is that the m(i) in RuleCover is replaced by I (i) generated from the entire set of patterns since AreaCover considers both the set of matched samples and matched attributes. The AreaCover result is stored in (the set of the retained patterns) which is initialized to an empty set at the onset. The set u is used to store those samples that are not matched by the patterns in whereas the set u i stores those samples in u that are matched by the pattern P i . Iteratively, the pattern in that matches the largest area (sample × attribute) in u is moved from to and the samples matched by this pattern are removed from u. This is repeated until the patterns in cover at least ε × 100% of the samples where ε, referred to as the minimum coverage, is the only parameter used to specify the minimum percentage of samples covered by the area cover . Fig. 5 gives an illustration with seven patterns:
= {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P 7 } and each pattern can cover the sample and attribute sets I = {I(1),I(2),. . . I(7)} where I (i) is covered by P i respectively. If RuleCover is used, it first selects P 7 since it covers the maximum number of samplesI (7) . And then it produces either = {P 7 , P 6 } which are highlighted by red color or = {P 7 , P 1 } depending on the algorithm implementation. Obviously, it misses important patterns such as P 2 and P 3 which cover I(2) and I(3) respectively. However, AreaCover selects the patterns according to the percentage of the area coverage in the sequential order as P 3 , P 1 , P 2 , P 7 , P 6 , P 4 |P 5 where P 4 |P 5 means that either P 4 or P 5 is selected since both of their expected covered areas are the same. Here, the top three patterns are highlighted by green color. Note that ε can be used to bound the number of patterns in the In order to describe our work clearly for better understanding, a graphical overview of our method in is given in Fig. 6 . The notations used are the same as those used in the definitions in Section 3.
C. DISCUSSION ON PARAMETER SETTING
In the above algorithm, three parameters are specified: i) delta tolerance factor δ, ii) statistical significance threshold sig for DCSI algorithm, and iii) minimum coverage for AreaCover algorithm.
First, the parameter δ is the sufficient fraction for a pattern to be considered as being mostly covered by its superpattern. In our opinion, a pattern P i can be considered as non-deltaclosed if it has a delta-closed superpattern P j covering only 80 percent of its occurrence. For a good practice, δ = 0.8 is a reasonable number.
Second, the statistical significance value Z P i of the pattern P i can help us to decide if a null hypothesis can be rejected under the random model assumption [23] . Z P i is associated with a p-value which is the probability of observing the pattern P i having at least Z P i score in discovered patterns by random model. The parameter sig is the threshold value of Z P i score as well. For Z P i = 1.96 (or nearly 2), the corresponding p-value is equal to 0.05. Hence, setting the threshold sig=1.96 (or nearly 2) requires that the p-value of significant pattern is at most 2.5%. In statistic, it is conventional to set sig to be 1.96, corresponding to the p-value of 0.025.
In AreaCover algorithm, the parameter ε is used to specify the desirable minimum coverage. It is the only parameter specifying the minimum percentage of samples covered by the RuleCover and AreaCover. In our opinion, when the remained patterns can cover 80% samples, the patterns are adequately representing the dataset. Hence, ε = 0.8 is a reasonable number.
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we will show the results of the complexity analysis for DCSI and AreaCover, and compare them with existing algorithms.
Suppose that we have n frequent patterns. Delta-Closed patterns can be extracted from the frequent patterns by following procedures.
1. Sort the frequent patterns in descending order according to their length. The run-time complexity for this operation is O(n).
Find proper superpattern for each frequent pattern in the current set of delta-closed patterns. The run-time complexity is O(n). Hence the total runtime for Delta
Closed method is O(n 2 ). After finding Delta-Closed patterns, √ n patterns are remained from original n patterns, and the average time of procedures of detection statistical induced patterns is O(n). When combining the above two methods into DCSI, O(n 2 +n) is needed for finishing all stage of DCSI. The best case is O(n 2 ) which is same with running Delta-Closed alone.
The run-time complexity of RuleCover reported in [13] is polynomial with respect to
(n is the number of patterns). However for AreaCover, we add one more statement ''if |u i | =0 then = P i '' after discovering the coverage pattern. The statement removes patterns P i from if the number of the uncovered matched samples |u i | is 0. This operation is only of constant time. However it could significantly speed up the AreaCover algorithm depending on how the patterns overlap. This effect is most significant in the managing patterns of lower levels (i.e. the first few runs). If there are a few large patterns in a given level, the speed of AreaCover can be significantly increased.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
This section reports three sets of experiments using eight benchmark datasets obtained from UCI repository [2] and one large dataset C-Cube [21] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed pruning algorithm, we compare the pruning result: a) between using delta-closed pruning alone and using the proposed DCSI in section 5.A and b) between using RuleCover and the proposed AreaCover in section 5.B. Finally, in section 5.C, we evaluate the pruning performance of experiments using delta-closed and statistical induced pruning with and without AreaCover. Before our experiments, some pre-processing and pattern mining [20] are first used to mine patterns from the datasets. Table 1 is a summarization of eight datasets obtained from UCI repository [2] and the number of patterns mined with no pruning. The datasets contain continuous data, discretized data and mixed-mode data. In addition, another large dataset for machine learning and pattern recognition, known as cursive character challenge (C-Cube) [21] with 34-dimensional feature vectors is used for evaluating the performance of the algorithms. There are total 19133 records with 34 features, and for each record a letter (a-z) is used as a label. Hence, the size of the dataset is 19133×35.
Data are first transformed into discrete events, and then mined or discovered [10] , [13] , [20] . The first two columns of Table 1 show the number of samples and attributes of each dataset, and the third columns shows the number of patterns mined. Table 2(a) and Table 2 (b) summarize the pruning results on 8 real-world datasets when setting δ = 0.8 for Delta-Closed algorithm and the significance threshold to 1.96 for DCSI respectively. Both tables consist of two sections: patterns to represent the number of patterns mined and pruned, and induced data to represent the number of samples covered by patterns respectively. Table 2 (a) shows the number of pruned subpatterns in the third column, and Table 2(b) shows the total number of pruned subpatterns as well as superpatterns in two sections. Finally, the pruning rate in the tables is defined as (all patterns − patterns pruned)/(all discovered patterns)
A. COMPARISON BETWEEN DELTA-CLOSED AND STATISTICALLY INDUCED PRUNING
In Tables 2(b), the highest pruning rate is 92% for the Wine and Glass datasets using DCSI , which is higher than the pruning rate 38% and 56% respectively using Delta-Closed alone. On the average, DCSI reduces 57.47% of the prepruned patterns, much higher than 29% of that obtained by Delta-Closed alone. Although more than half of patterns are pruned using DCSI, 98% of the samples are still covered with a coverage rate only slightly lower than the 98.22% obtained by Delta-Closed.
The experimental results of individual datasets are summarized as below:
1. Iris: Although pruning is unnecessary for Iris dataset with small number of patterns, it is still good to see the reduction of 22% patterns using DCSI. The pruning rate is higher than 16% when pruning subpatterns alone. Although more patterns are pruned, 100% samples are still covered by the retained patterns both for DCSI and Delta-Closed. 2. Liver-disorder: Only 32% patterns are pruned using Delta-Closed, but 43% of sub/superpatterns are pruned by DCSI. 3. Wine: The number of patterns reduced by DCSI is more than twice of that reduced by Delta-Closed, with the pruning rate of 92% against 38% respectively. 4. Glass: DCSI reduces more than 90% of the patterns while 99% of the samples are covered by the retained patterns. 5. Breast Cancer: Delta-Closed reduces 25% of the frequent patterns while DCSI reduces 85%, three times more than those reduced by of Delta-Closed. 6. Car: DCSI can reduce 49% patterns which is fourfold more than those by Delta-Closed. 7. Tic-Tac: Delta-Closed reduces 22% of patterns, while, DCSI reduces 48% patterns. Besides pruning more patterns, the remaining patterns also cover 100% of the samples. 8. Letter: Delta-Closed pruning reduces 27% of the patterns similar to all above experiments, while DCSI reduces 43% of the patterns. 9. C-Cube: Delta-Closed pruning reduce 25.9% of the redundant patterns and cover 100% of the data, while DCSI reduces 43.64% of the patterns and cover 100% of the data.
B. COMPARISON BETWEEN RULECOVER AND AREACOVER
RuleCover [19] and the proposed AreaCover are pattern summarization algorithms which are more aggressive for pruning patterns. In this section, these two coverage-based summarization algorithms are applied to the same eight datasets for evaluation. Tables 3 (a) and (b) show the comparison results when setting 80% as the minimum coverage. The average number of mined patterns is significantly reduced (from 2834 to 4) using RuleCover and (from 2834 to 7) using AreaCover. However, it is easy to use low-order patterns to obtain high coverage when RuleCover is used. The proposed AreaCover takes into consideration not only samples but also the attributes. Hence it allows higher order patterns to cover the data area rather than using the samples alone as shown in Fig 5 when comparing the red blocks alone with both the red and the green blocks of data being covered by the retaining patterns. It also explains that ours retains a higher average of number of patterns that Rule-Cover. Table 3 shows the experimental result of RuleCover and the combined Rule and Area Cover in greater details. In the Wine dataset in Table 3 (a), only one pattern is retained after pruning by RuleCover since 91.6% samples are covered by the two order pattern {alcohol = [11.03, 14.3] , alkalinity_of_ash = [15.5,30] }. However, in AreaCover (Table 3 (b)), we retain five patterns with 92% sample coverage and 86% attribute coverage compared with 92% and 14% for RuleCover respectively. On the average, Table 3 (a) shows that the percentage of sample and attribute coverage are around 88% and 39% respectively for RuleCover, whereas are around 88% and 96% respectively for AreaCover (Table 3(b) ). On the whole, AreaCover usually produces good results. It reduces 2834 average number of patterns to 7.4 with average sample coverage as 88.4% and attribute coverage as 95.7%. We hence recognize that AreaCover produces more quality patterns of higher order and a higher coverage percentage on the entire data area rather than just on the samples. The higher percentage of attribute coverage by AreaCover indicates the pattern comprehensiveness and quality. In another words, if we consider the coverage of samples alone, the attribute information may be lost when RuleCover is used. Hence, the use of AreaCover can capture more attribute information, a significant gain of pattern quality. In summarization, AreaCover renders a very small set of summarizing patterns which give adequate cover of the data and attributes area associating with them.
C. EXPERIMENTS FOR THE INTEGRATED ALGORITHM
With quality patterns retained after our DCSI Pruning, we are still able to examine minor variations of patterns. Hence after pattern pruning, we integrated DCSI and AreaCover to obtain even a much more compact pattern sets with maximal data area coverage. We refer it as summarizing patterns. In this section, we present the experimental results obtained by our proposed method that integrates DCSI and AreaCover. The proposed method consists of two stages: 1) the use of DCSI to prune redundant patterns with less information loss; and 2) the use of AreaCover to further reduce the number of patterns to obtain a much small number of patterns which will still cover a large specified percentage of the entire dataset and/or encompass a specified percentage of the attributes. We refer the second stage as Summarization since it retains a very small set of patterns yet covers a large percentage of the dataset where most of the minor variations are suppressed. Table 4 describes the number of patterns and the percentage of covered data as well as the percentage of attributes being covered after pattern pruning when the integrated algorithm is used. We set δ = 0.8 and the threshold of the as 1.96 for DCSI and set the minimum coverage ε = 0.8 for AreaCover. The result of the first stage is the same as reported in the experimental results in section 5.A (Table 2(b) ). After the second stage, the average of pruning rate for 9 real-world datasets is 95.91%. Moreover, although more than 90% patterns are pruned, the average of coverage rate for the samples is still higher than 87% for the entire data area and 95% for the number of attributes. In summary, for only pruning sub/superpatterns, 58% patterns are pruned (Table 2(b)), and after two-stage pruning, 96% patterns are pruned yet the retaining ones still cover 87% of the dataset.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a significant pattern pruning and summarization methodology to reduce the overwhelming number of patterns after pattern mining yet ensuring the retaining patterns to have maximal data area coverage minimizing the information loss. First of all, further to Delta-Closed subpattern pruning, we adapt and combine our Statistical Induced Pattern Pruning method used in our sequence pattern discovery algorithm for pruning patterns discovered from relational datasets. Our DCSI Algorithm can prune both the subpatterns covered by their superpatterns, and also superpatterns induced from strong subpatterns. Thus, it significantly impacts the pattern pruning results. Secondly, to ensure the pattern quality in keeping high order patterns and utilizing more attributes in revealing pattern association in the dataset, we develop an AreaCover algorithm to replace the RuleCover Algorithm that usually retains mostly low-order patterns which often are trivial and uninteresting when only the coverage of samples is considered. Finally, when we integrate both algorithms into one which we refer to as pattern summarization, we are able to render much better pruning rate with very large data area coverage. More importantly, we are able to retain significant high quality patterns covering large part of samples and attributes in the relational dataset. Hence, the retaining patterns are much more informative in revealing complex yet significant association in the most comprehensive and condensed form. Its impact in pattern mining is clearly supported by the superior results as given in Table 4 . A comparison of the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm with that of the others from a considerable set of experiments with various types of data and problems clearly demonstrates that ours is more realistic and superior.
If we intend to examine minor variations of patterns, we could apply pattern clustering [10] on the pattern set after our DCSI Pruning. Summarization can also be applied to each pattern cluster to render a brief summary of each of them. This will be our next task. By and large, in this paper we show that our method has solved a plaguing problem for years in pattern mining since most of the existing methods still produce overwhelming amounts of patterns. It hence enables the users to have a better grasp of the knowledge embedded in data big and small. The experiments on realworld data clearly show that our proposed algorithm provides a better trade-off between the number of patterns pruned and the amount of information retained -a challenge in the era of big data and patterns. 
